INCIDENT: Commercial Robbery
LOCATION: 15402 Emerald Way Bowie, MD 20716
DATE & TIME OF INCIDENT: 06/18/16 @ 1645-1650 hrs
LOCATION TYPE: Shopping Center
LOCATION NAME: Bowie Town Center

SYNOPSIS OF INCIDENT: On 6/18/2016 at approximately 1651 hours, Bowie patrol units were dispatched to the Bowie Town Center for a theft in progress. Upon arrival, it was found that two suspects entered the Sports Zone Elite and stole two pairs of shoes. While in the process of stealing the shoes, a struggle ensued between an employee of the store and one of the suspects. Suspect #2 then sprayed mace in the face of the employee and both suspects fled. The employee then followed the suspects into the parking lot where a second struggle took place. After the struggle, the employee noticed a marked Prince Georges County Police Cruiser in the parking lot to request assistance. The suspect vehicle struck the County cruiser in an attempt to flee as well as another parked vehicle. The suspects then fled down Route 197 and made good on their escape.

SUSPECT DESCRIPTION / ARRESTED:
Suspect #1: Unknown Black Male, 6’00” 140lbs, Skinny build, “Jordan jump man” tattoo on his neck
Suspect #2: Unknown Black Male, 5’6” 115lbs, Skinny build, hair in long dreads

VICTIM / PERSON INJURED AND /OR PROPERTY DAMAGE:
No injuries reported at this time

ADMINISTRATION:
REPORTING OFFICER: PFC. RETTAMMEL #0090
COMMANDER NOTIFIED: LT. KNOTT
OTHER COMMAND NOTIFICATIONS: CHIEF NESKY @ 2013 HOURS
INVESTIGATION ASSIGNED TO: P.G. COUNTY C.I.D.
APPROVED FOR MEDIA RELEASE? ____________

SUPERVISOR ON SCENE: CPL. SHIFFLETT
AT: APPROXIMATELY 1800 HOURS
RESPONDING DIVISIONS: CITY & COUNTY PATROL UNITS, P.G. CSI, ROBBERY DETECTIVES
CASE STATUS: OPEN
MEDIA NOTIFIED? ____________

UNUSUAL PREPARED BY: Cpl. R. Shifflett #0026
UNUSUAL REVIEWED BY: _______________
SIGNATURE: ____________________
SIGNATURE: ____________________